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Rights Sold:

A story about overcoming jealousy and coming to terms with the role of being an older sibling.

Poor Ida! Her parents have brought home a whiffet. And this whiffet spits. Has an ugly bald head. 
And roars day and night. In short: the whiffet has made itself a comfortable nest in Ida’s home and 
now everything revolves around this new family member. But then Ida realises that even a whiffet has 
its uses: it’s perfect for pinning the blame on. A mud party in the kitchen? It was the whiffet! Water 
colours on the walls? Only a whiffet could come up with something like that. It’s her parents’ own fault 
for getting a whiffet, isn’t it? Or is a whiffet not such a bad thing after all?

https://www.magellanverlag.de/titel/suddenly-there-was-a-whiffet/67?fr
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Creative People:

 Uticha Marmon, born in 1979, studied dramaturgy, literary studies Author:
and education science in Mainz, Vienna and Munich. After being a dramatic 
advisor in theatres, she worked as an editor and producer for an audio book 
publisher for several years. Since 2010 she has been a freelance author and 
editor with emphasis on children’s media. She lives in Hamburg.

 Anne-Kathrin Behl, born in 1983, is the daughter of a bookseller Illustrator:
and a forester. Therefore, it does not come as a surprise that she studied 
illustration at the HAW in Hamburg and loves to draw animals. She lives with 
her family in Celle.


